
 Self-locking tree protectors prevent browsing and can save so considerable values and long time 
efforts producers of trees. One of the biggest advantages of the AICA branded tree protectors, no doubt, is 
their easy installation which does not require any other materials like wires, ropes, fixings or even longer 
manipulation. The protector itself is flexible and can increase its diametre the same way the tree grows and 
so there is no need of any additional manipulation with the protection increasing so considerably labour pro-
ductivity of employees. The protectors are solid yet flexible, UV resistant and maintain their original shape 
even after years since their first use. 
This is the reason they can be used repeatedly 
– an ideal way to substantial costs reduction.
Wide assortment of the protections enables 
to chose right dimension and modification 
for any way of  application. 

Parametres of the AICA assortment:

Material: polypropylene

Colour: Black

The protectors should not be installed in temperatures bellow 3°C.

Self - locking tree protectors

Advantages of the AICA branded tree protectors:

excellent quality of the product which enables multiple use

wide assortment covering all types of tress and all ways of protection

competitive price

prompt time of delivery

Type Length (cm) Width (cm) Max. diameter (cm) Mesh size (mm) Units p. pack Units p. pallet
6 x 55 55,00 20 6 3 150 4200
11 x 55 55,00 34 11 3 100 3200
15 x 55 55,00 50 15 3 50 1600
6 x 110 110,00 20 6 3 150 2100
11 x 110 110,00 34 11 3 100 1600
15 x 110 110,00 50 15 3 50 800
6 x 80 80,00 20 6 3 150 2100
11 x 80 80,00 34 11 3 100 1600
15 x 80 80,00 50 15 3 50 800
3,5 x 60 60,00 14 4 6 200 5600


